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Alms 
The aims of this Unit arc: 

To extend your experience of applied geometry, graphics and kinematic 
analysis. 
To p m t  a graphical method for determioing the velocities of the 
components of mechanisms. 

After workiig through this Unit, given the position diagram and input 
data for a mechanism, you should be able to: 

Label the position diagram appropriately, including coincident points 
(SAQ 24: Sections 4.1.4.2). 
Identify fued points, basic chain, appendages, first solvable point 
(SA* 14, 19, 20. Section 4.1). 
Identify which of the thra types of problem dement are required for a 
ppr(icular mechanism (SAW 19, 20: Seaion 5.1). 
Construct the Lines in the velocity diagram appropriPte to tbc problem 
element type (SA@ 21.23.24: Section 5.1). 
For a compound link, use the fact that the velocity diagram is 
geometrically similar to the position diagram to check the accuracy of 
the velocity diagram (SA@ 5, 6: Section 1.2). 
Construct velocity diagrams for single links and for simple two- 
dimensional mechanisms (SA@ 5 4,14 21,22,23,24,25: Sections 1,2,5). 

Uw a vdocity diagram to: 
Determine the velocities of points relative to the Rxed link (SA@ 8, 12, 
13: Sections 2, 3). 
Determine the relative velocity of any two points in the diagram (SAQs 
3, 8, 9: Sections 1, 2). 
Determine the angular velocity of simple or compound links (SA@ 7, 
8, 11: Scction 2). 
Determine the sliding velocity at a slider (SA@ 15, 17, 18: Seaion 4). 

When a designer is creating a mechanism to do a particular job, it is 
nccmary to ensure that each component is in the c o m t  position. You 
tried this for yourself in Block 1. Mechanisms. The velocities and accelera- 
tiom may also be important. The velocity ofa particular component may be 
the whole reason for the existence of a machine - for example, in a shaping 
machine the velocity of the cutting tool is of paramount importance. Also, 
reliable operation depends upon corrcct lubrication, which is dependent 
on the velocities between components. In Block 4, Dynamics, you will sce 
that the acceleration of a body nguins fo ra .  The designer must know the 
accolcrations in order to calculate the forcts acting, and to ensure that the 
puts are strong enough but not unn-rily and wastduUy so. 

You can s& that being able to determine the velocities and accckratiom in 
a mdanism or machine is an important part of thc design proass. In this 
Unit you will karn how to find velocities in simple mechanisms. 

Fint a few words on what we are not doing. You will not karn to analyse 
d mechanisms. This Unit is Limited to mechanisms in twodimensional 
motion, connected in simple ways. Most mechanisms fall into this 
category. 



We are going to use a graphical approach to problem solving. It is also 
possible to use algebraic methods, but they depend more heavily on 
mathematical skills. Algebraic methods can be adapted for solution using 
a scientific calculator or a small desktop computer. Graphical methods, 
however, will give you much more physical insight into the operation of 
mechanisms, and will help to give you a deeper appreciation of drawing 
and of vectors. 

The graphical method of finding velocities can only be used for one 
mechanism position at a time. To gain a clear picture of the behaviour of a 
mechanism throughout its range of motion therefore means that the 
diagrams must he drawn for several positions. For any particular 
mechanism, the technique used for different positions is the same. In 
general therefore, we shall only study a single position or instant, and 
accept that you could repeat the process as necessary. 

Figure 1 shows two examples that might be the subject of analysis. You 
should be able to think of many examples at work, at home or, of course, 
on yow car or other transport. Probably the first thing you do in a 
morning is to switch off the alarm clock, or switch on a light. Your daily 
paper has been processed through a great deal of paper-handling machii- 
ery. Cassette tape recorders and cameras are full of mechanisms. All of 
these must have been the subject of detailed velocity analysis before the 
design was finalized. Where does such an analysis begin? 

The first information you need is the position diagram. On this, the 
positions of joints must be accurately represented, although the individual 
components may be represented by a simplified outline or just a line. In 
this Unit it may be presented to you in either form. 

Before proceeding with the explanation of velocity diagrams, let me give 
you some information on the contents of this Unit. As usual the Unit 
contains text and SAQs, with SAQ solutions at the end. Separate from the 
Unit there is a set of drawings (Unit 6 V-sheets), showing position 
diagrams and the origins for your velocity diagrams. This has been done to 
save time, by giving you sheets ready to work on You need to have your 
drawing instruments ready for use with this Unit. 

I make no apology for yet again urging you to do all the SAQs and to keep 
practising. Now, let us get started on velocity diagrams. 

Figure I Examples of mechanisms: ( a )  car suspension. (b j  the 'heart' of a shaping machine 
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Note on accuracy 

grounded link 7 

Figure 2 

In Unit 6 you will be asked to make calculations based on measurements 
taken from scale drawings. As a rough guide your answers should be within 
f 5% of the given answers in such cases. 

1 Grounded links 

A grounded link is one that is pivoted on the fixed link. The centre of the 
pivot is called the fixed point, The fixed link may actually be the Earth in 
certain instances, or stationary relative to the Earth, for example, the 
shaper frame. In the case of the car suspension, however, we would 
probably be most interested in the motion of the linkage relative to the 
chassis, so it would be more convenient to choose the chassis itself as the 
fixed link. 

/ M  ink 

Figure 3 

fixed link 

-7 
grounded 

l l n Y  
Figure 4 

Question: Figures 2,3 and 4 show the positions of three rigid links, each 
labelled OLB. What is the fixed point on the link OLB for each 
case? 

Answer: L, 0 and B respectively. 

Figure 5 shows the instantaneous position diagram for a link OB of length 
0.5 m rotating about 0 at 10 rad S-' clockwise. 0 is the fixed point at 
which link OB is hinged. In Kinematics (Unit S),  the relationship v = o r  
was developed. r is the distance between the point under analysis and the 
point of reference, o is the angular velocity of the link in magnitude and 
sense, and v is the tangential velocity of the point relative to the reference 
point. Its direction is at right angles to the link and in the sense of the 
angular velocity. So in this case, the magnitude of the tangential velocity of 
B with respect to the b e d  point 0 is 

where OB = r in the above formula and ono is the angular velocity of the 
link. So (v,), = 10 X 0.5 = 5 m S-' in magnitude and its direction is 
perpendicular (L) to OB. The complete solution is (SB), = 5 m S-' . 
(Magnitude and direction must be shown. I will use the notation for 
relative velocities and speeds introduced in Unit 5 - for example, the 
velocity of B relative to 0 is (S,),, and the speed of B relative to 0 is 
(ve)o.) 

Further, this velocity can be represented by a vector a, so then 

( 6 B ) 0 = 5 m s - ' ~  =a 
Ffgme 5 is also true. 



Let us now draw the velocity diagram for this statement. First draw a set of 
co-ordinate axes, the origin of which represents zero velocity. The point 0 
has zero velocity and so we can mark o as the velocity origin (Figure 6). 
Next we draw the vector representing 3 (Figure 7). Remember that small 
letters are used in velocity diagrams to distinguish them from position 
diagrams, where CAPITAL letters are used. 

Scale 1mm:lCOmms-' 
Figure 7 Velocity diagram 

Note that we can use the relationship U = o r  to determine the magnitudes 
of the velocities of points other than the end-point of a link such as 
OB. For example, the magnitude of the velocity of a point 0.4 m from 
0 is 10 X 0.4 = 4 m S-', and its direction is the same as that of (VB),. 
Figure 8 shows the velocities of a series of points, at equal intervals of 
distance from 0, marked on the position diagram of the link. Note that 
the magnitude of the velocity of each point is proportional to its distance 
from the fixed end 0. 

SA0 I 
What does (V,), represent, and what is its magnitude and direction? 

SA0 2 
Figure 9 shows a link PQ of length 1.0 m pivoted at Q. 

Determine the instantaneous angular velocity of the link if the tangential 
velocity of the point P relative to Q is 100 m S-' d .  

Sketch the velocity diagram. 

SA0 S 
Figure 10 shows a velocity diagram for a particular mechanism. From the 
diagram 

Complete the following statements: 

(a) ( V c  =4ms- '  

(b) (VC), = a = 

(C) = = S m s - l r  

(d) ( ~ O ) B =  = 

Th. angular veIocIIy ol a llnk 
The earlier units introduced you to angular velocity. It is essential 
that you understand clearly the notation of angular velocity. On any 
rotating link aN lines on the link rotate with the same angular velocity. 

Consider Figure 11. It is a grounded link pivoted at 0 to the fixed link. 
The line OB at the instant shown has an angular velocity of 10 rad S-' 

clockwise, so that 

+ Figure 6 

Figure 8 Tangential uelocities on the 
rotating link 08 of Figure5 

Figure 9 v 
4 m r t  

C 

Figure 10 Velocity diagram for SAQ 3 
Scale 1mm:lCOmms-l 



On the link are shown several points, joined together by lines. 

The angular velocity of any line on one link is the same. 

SA0 4 

For the Link OBCDE (Figure 12) which of the velocity diagram sketches in 
Figure 13 could be correct: (a) for the link in the position shown, (b) if the 
link was in some other instantaneous position? 

m' 

Figure 12 

Figure 13 Velocity diagram sketches for SAQ 4 

1.2 Compound llnks 
A compound link is one that has three or more connections on it. Figure 14 
shows a scale drawing of such a link which, in this case, is pivoted at 0. 
OB, OC, OD, BC and CD are lines on this link. 

Figure I4 Position diagram (full size) 

I want to draw the velocity diagram for the compound link when OD 
makes an angle of 30" with the horizontal. All lines on the link have the 
same angular velocity, so 

We now have all the information that we need to plot o, b, c and d in a 
velocity diagram. 



Relative to one point the velocity of a awond point on a rotating link is at 
right angles to the lines joining the points and in the of the rotation. 
Figure 15 shows the dimtitions of the velocitim of B, C and D relative to 
the fued point 0. 

v-cJ d p l l  
The fixed point is 0 and hence we can draw Figure 16, with o as the origin 
of the velocity diagram. 

Velocity of B relative to 0: 

(vs)o = cy, X OB = 5 X 0.04 m S-' 

(h)o = 0.2 m S-' P =a (perpendicular (L) to line OB) 

Velocity of D relative to 0: 

(V,), = urn X OD = 5 X 0.04 m S-' 

= 0.2 m S-' \I = a(1 to line OD) 

Velocity of C relative to 0: 

( v ~ ) ~ = %  xOC=5 x0.064ms-' 

( ~ ~ ) ~ = 0 . 3 2  m S-'+ ==(L to line OC) 

Flgw 19(b) V e k l t y  dlugront Scale 1 mm : 5 mm S-' 

-&M: I have calculated each velocity vector and have shown the 
prognssion to the sketch of a velocity diagram in Fig- 
16-1x3. Figure 1qb) shows the velocity diagratn drawn 
accurately and to scale. Considc~ the two diagrams, Figum 14 
and 19(b). b there any similarity between the position and 
velocity diagrams? What ia it? 

Anrwcr: Yes. They are the same shape. The velocity diagram is turned 
90" relative to the position diagram. 

Thsre is an image of the link within the velocity diagram, but turned 
through 90". In this case they are also the same size. The size of the velocity 
diag~am image will depend on (l) the scale chosen and (2) the angular 
velocity. The shape of the velocity diagram for the link will be the same as 
the physical object. This providm an excellent way of checking the velocity 
diagram for the link. 

Remember that for a particular link 
the shape must be the same; 

\d 

Figure 19(a) 

the velocity diagram must be rotated through 90' in the sense of the 
angular velocity; and 
the letters must be in the corresponding podtiona. 



SA0 5 

For the position diagram shown as Figure 20(a), use the 'image' method to 
determine which of the six velocity diagram sketches in Figure 2qb) is the 
correct one. 

Figure m(a)  Position diagram 
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Figurc m(b) Velocity diagrm s k e t c h  for SAQ 5 

Figure 21 (a) Position dia#ram 

SA0 6 
Which of the velocity diagrams of Figure 21(b) could be comcct for the 
compound link OBCD shown in the position diagram of Figure 2l(a): 

(a) given o anticlockwise? 

(b) if o is clockwise? 

(c) if o = 01 

Figure 21(b) Velocity diagram sketches for SAQ 6 




